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About This Game

Flash Point is a multiplayer First-person Shooter Game with a ton to offer.
MAIN FEATURES

Quick Play Matchmaking

Server Browser

Team Deathmatch, Free-For-All, Domination

4 Maps

In-Game Weapon Unlocks

Weapon Customization

2-12 Players per match

Large Arsenal of Weapons to Use

Chat System Team/All
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Flash Point is a First-Person Shooter Online game that lets you compete with players all over the world. Battle against players in
multiple terrains from outdoor environments to indoors. Epic battles allowing absolute chaos. With so many players to kill and

experience points to earn to unlock new weapons for battle what are you waiting for?

The game is centered around the idea of simplistic yet addictive gameplay. With multiple different game modes to play you can
pick your battles and fight in totally different scenarios. Earn weapons in this game to make you the best. Fight your way to the

top!

Progressive Ranking System
Challenges to customize your guns
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Title: Flash Point - Online FPS
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, Early Access
Developer:
Aidan Gignac
Publisher:
Aidan Gignac
Release Date: 22 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: Intel i3 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM GB RAM

Graphics: Radeon™ RX 460 Graphics or Nvidia Equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Requires a 64-bit Architecture

English
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I knew this game would have kickass awesome music because Drozerix made it!

If you liked Super Hexagon or Celeste because of their music, you MUST BUY THIS GAME!

And support Drozerix on Bandcamp!

Ah, by the way, the game's mechanics are totally fine, I enjoyed playing it to the end. There are versatile mechanics and stuff,
good platformer. Many bosses and stuff.

I do admit I beat normal mode in 3 hours, but that's reasonable for 0.79 EUR, don't you think?

-----

Can I buy the OST on Bandcamp?. It has a really great and spooky as ♥♥♥♥ atmosphere. Plus I'm really digging the mini
games.. When I put on the goggle, I often seek to immerse in a space where I can enter to feel relaxed, secured and intrigued.
Beyond the Horizon is one of these experiences. The simplistic touch and feel, state-of-art spatial audio and the human-centric
motion design are three things to highlight. As soon as I\u2019m in the experience, the environment prepared me to take a deep
breath. The on-boarding process is as simple as operating a doorbell. That\u2019s what I call good design: minimal frictions.
Beyond the Horizon put me in comfort, as I move forward and backward, my motion was exactly what my brain would expect. I
have to call out the audio quality. The level of details and the fine-crafted proximity and variety of sounds are a pleasure to
immerse. Let\u2019s put it this way: I hope there is a real world place like this!

I do hope to see some objects that I can interact with.
. short story with multiple endings (4). You are only asked to take a decision twice (each time you have 2 options). The beauty
off this game is in the drawing annd the music, it has a special atmophere + BONUS: it's free :P and it's sweet. Waste of time,
expect you have fun running around and doing nothing because its so laggy you cannot pick up weapons or anything else
because half of your buttons dont work
. *very very loud farting noises*. WHAT? I HAVE TO RENEW IT AFTER A SHORT TIME? what the heack. ITS a good
software but really? NOT RECOMENDED. 240 hours in... best thing i can say is... It's a good idea executed extremely badly.

Each new "patch" seems to make the game worse and or more glitchy.

It was in it's simplest and best form during EA but now it's turned to crap.

What pisses me off the most is that on certain tracks the car will just lose traction, jump, slide off line when in reality the car
would be stuck to the road. It took them 4 months to repair a bump in the road on Circuit De La Luna... only it wasn't fixed,
they had just made it worse and made the car slow down to a stop when you went over it.

If this game had been made by actual programmers instead of teenagers in their bedrooms I'm sure most of the racing
community would play it, because like i said, it's a good game executed so badly it's embarrasing.
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If you have Steam Coupon for this game and want some easy achievements and cards, sure you won\u2019t find this game that
bad, but otherwise, I wouldn\u2019t recommend this game :\/
There are only 15 easy levels... it only takes 20\u301c30mins to finish them all. Spending a dollar(0.09\u00a2 with coupon) on
this isn't something you wanna do.. Look here, I can already tell the kind of person you are.

You're the type of person to stop at the local gas station on the way to work every day for that sweet♥♥♥♥♥$1.49 large coffee.
But you're the guy who always buys one of those ♥♥♥♥♥♥ $1 muffins with your coffee.

Well guess what,

♥♥♥♥ that muffin, for at least one day, anyway...

Because for 1 dollar, you can get the best ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ of a game out there right now, and have a damn good time laughing
your♥♥♥♥♥off while you aspire to become the next member of FaZe by perfecting the art of the trickshot.

FaZe up, ♥♥♥♥♥es,

I rate this game a 720/360

Also watch this video if you support our young trickshotters in today's society: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EaWe6yx3o5A. As of May 7th 2015 it's still very-much in beta mode, issues with Wacom
tablet sensitivity, setting canvas size and the documentation is far from complete (a lot of missing and wip pages). No practical
brushes are included, I guess it's up to the user to make them. Brush generation is less extensive than it was made out to be.
Interesting but I can't recommend it in it's current state. Download Krita instead.. If you wanna become a Zookeeper then here's
your chance to see how hard it is to stop ragin' animals.. you'll never wanna become one then, problem solved.

God damn that Zombie Giraffe.. So, instead of 3 announced story-driven dlc's, we are getting 2 for the price of 3? ok, as usual
you've covered your asses with user agreement. this time i'm not solid about who's fault is that, Deep Silver's or 4A Games, but
im pretty sure - this game are the last once i boughht from you two. too many spits into face for one year. first spontaneous
decision to move to Epic Game Store, now what you are doing i'm considering as "You are not getting what you've paid for,
nerds, because we can do that by \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing you through user agreement, once again. And you can't do
anything about it, pathetic nerds." i have no complains about development time. it's always like this. but announcing 3 and
making 2(probably short like hell at this point, because why \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing not? "we can do that, we can change
product at any time, by user agreement, so instead of three big dlc's with own locations, we'll do 2 with own locations, but short
like your mamma's midget legs") just so "nerds would \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 off" this is just embarrassing and disgusting.
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